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BACKGROUND:
• Shift from suicidal ideation to action may be
influenced by acquired capability (Joiner, 2005;
Klonsky & May, 2015)
• Increased pain tolerance may be developed
through repeated painful and provocative
experiences, including non-suicidal self-injury
(NSSI; Joiner, 2005; Dhingra et al., 2015;
O’Connor & Kirtley, 2018)
AIMS
1. Examine the relationship between different pain
attitudes and acquired capability in an Asian
sample
2. Uncover whether NSSI history moderates the
relationship between pain attitudes and
acquired capability in an Asian sample
METHODS
• Community sample of Asians in North
America, n = 51
• Pain Attitudes Questionnaire-Revised (PAQR; Yong et al., 2003), Acquired Capability for
Suicide (ACSS; Van Orden et al., 2008),
past NSSI (SITBI-SF; Nock et al. 2007)
• Moderated Multiple Regression
• R Studio 1.4.244
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
• 5 moderated regression analyses were run to
explore the effects of different pain attitudes on
acquired capability for suicide and whether a
history of NSSI moderated this relationship
• Only the main effect of stoic-superiority and
cautious-reluctant pain attitudes significantly
predicted greater levels of acquired capability
for suicide
DISCUSSION
• Only the Stoic-Superiority and CautiousReluctance factors significantly predicted higher
reports of acquired capability for suicide
• Stoic-Superiority factor contains items
related to relatively good control and high
tolerance of pain
• Cautious-Reluctance factor contains items
related to reluctance to labeling pain
• Due to the very small sample size, our
study likely lacks power to find the
hypothesized moderating effects
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